
Spotlight on Mark Peart
Your Brexit Party Candidate for Blyth Valley 

Mark is married and has three amazing children.  They all attend 
school in Blyth. 

He currently works for a pharmaceutical company located in 
Cramlington and prior to that worked at the Alcan Smelter in 
Lynemouth.

Mark is proud to say he has lived in Blyth Valley his whole life.

He knows what a great place it is and how much potential it has. He 
genuinely cares about the area and is determined to achieve great 
things if he is elected as MP. 

“The warm and friendly residents deserve to have a representative 
who really cares and is committed to putting Blyth Valley first.  No 
comprise”

Mark has worked day and night campaigning for the Brexit Party 
both before and after being selected as PPC.  This is in addition to 
being a dad, partner, employee and student.  

Blyth has been a safe Labour seat for too long, 
the voters have been let down by career 
politicians who  have forgotten what it is like to 
juggle work, family and studies in order to 
make a better life for their loved ones.  

Decades of being ‘forgotten’ has led to a decline
that no longer should be ignored, Mark wants 
to bring growth to the area in terms of job 
creation and new industry, improvement in 
education, welfare and the health service.  

Too many years of EU influence has caused 
destruction to so many of our industries from 
car making to fishing.  The money that we are 
sending abroad must be instead spent on 
investing in our communities and improving 
things locally for local people.  

Until the Brexit Party there were really only two
choices for voters in the Blyth Valley.  It is clear
that neither of these parties are publishing a 
manifesto that meet the demands of the people 
who are repeatedly calling for their LEAVE vote
to be honoured properly.

Voters from all parties are backing the Brexit 
Party; they are fed up with broken promises 
and are putting their trust in us.  We will give 
you a Brexit and an MP who wants to make the 
most out of the best place to live in Britain, 
Blyth Valley.    

Invest in the future
 Reinstate legacy rail lines.   Bringing a boost to the whole area

socially and economically.
 Fishing and coastal communities.  Take back control of UK 

fishing waters.
 Creation of a free port in Blyth which will be a huge 

opportunity for Blyth’s Industries and people.

Cutting the cost of living
 By leaving the EU we can take back control.
 Cut VAT on Domestic Fuel.
 Reduce import tariffs on food, footwear and clothing.  This 

will be a welcome benefit to people financially.  We will be 
able to negotiate our own deals with the rest of the world.     
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Turbo Charge the Economy

 Support small businesses
 Target large on-line corporations 
 Keep paying the current EU subsidy grants to 

farmers, fisheries and universities
 Help businesses to adjust to any charges and 

create opportunities after Brexit

Blyth Valley voted to leave the EU by 60.5%
Mark is the only candidate standing who voted leave in the referendum

Immigration and Defence

 Brexit means we can manage our own borders 
and security.

 We will back a fair points system for immigration 
whilst providing a humane welcome for genuine 
refugees.

 We will keep our commitment to NATO and 
withdraw from the EU Defence Union.

 Crack down on illegal immigration and human 
trafficking.

Invest in the NHS
 Ensure the NHS remains in public ownership 

that is stays free at the point of use.
 There will be no privatisation of the NHS and 

any failing private initiatives will be returned to 
the publically owned NHS.

 Support investment into research and 
development and ensure the NHS is better 
managed.

 Introduce 24 hour GP Surgery’s to reduce 
demand on A&E Departments

Invest in Education
 Primary age children should not have to be driven

to school
 Reintroduce sibling links
 No interest on student loans
 Opportunities for high quality, meaningful 

apprenticeships for young people, which hold 
prestige in their own right.

Reforming Universal Credit

 Support in work benefits
 Review the Universal Credit system ensuring it 

is fit for purpose

Rebuilding the Housing System

 Building quality affordable homes
 Ensuring there is enough social housing and 

that they are fit to live in

Political Revolution
 Reform the voting system including overhauling 

the postal vote vulnerabilities
 Abolish the unelected House of Lords
 Make MP’s who switch parties subject to recall 

petitions
 Reform the Supreme Court
 Make the Civil Service more accountable to us the 

public
 Phase out the BBC Licence fee
 Protect free speech
 Introduce citizens initiatives to give people a say 

on major issues 

Contact Mark

Email: mark.peart@thebrexitparty.org

Mobile: 07840 728597

Facebook: www.facebook.com/mark.peart.96343 

Twitter: @PeartBlyth
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